
CNN and NBC Caught Faking Photo of Baby with
Measles to Scare people into Accepting
Vaccines
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A stock photo of a healthy baby was photo shopped with measles sores, then shown on air
along with the message the anti-vaccination information is dangerous, stoking fear over
measles outbreaks, in order to convince the public that forced vaccinations are needed.
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After months of debate, the law was passed despite opposition. The measles vaccine in
Germany is only available as a triple shot, and will also indirectly make immunization
against measles, mumps and rubella, and in some cases chicken pox obligatory.
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Mayor Bill DeBlasio declared a public health emergency to address the measles “crisis”
in Brooklyn’s Williamsburg community. The declaration requires all unvaccinated people
who may have been exposed to the virus to get the triple MMR vaccine, or face a fine of
$1000.

Washington State Health Secretary Claims
Lawmakers Are Receiving Death Threats for
Proposing Mandatory Vaccines Amid Measles
Outbreak
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WA Health Secretary Weisman said that a very well-organized and connected group of a
small number of folks who are having a huge impact, although only 1.3% of children under
two years old are unvaccinated.

UN Lies about Measles to Promote Vaccines in
Europe
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The World Helath Organization is falsely blaming people who refuse vaccinations for
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causing the current measles epidemic in Europe.

Italy Mandates Vaccines for 12 Childhood
Diseases, Germany May Impose Fines for
Rejecting Vaccines
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Italy experienced a threefold increase in cases of measles over last year. In response,
Italian politicians mandated vaccination against 12 common infectious diseases,
including measles, polio, whooping cough, meningitis, and hepatitis B, for children
through age six.
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